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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HouseKeeping –everyone is muted to eliminate background noise.  We are scheduled for an hour and we expect to go that long.  There will be time for questions at the end.  If you have a question during the presentation, we will try to get to some of them.  So, feel free to put questions in the chat box.  We may try to un-mute for questions, but will start out with chat box.  Press *6 if you are joining by phone to unmute, or click the microphone icon to unmute yourself if asking a question.  If you do unmute, we ask you to mute when you are not speaking.  I am  . . . . And We are fortunate to have with us today- Andre Brown who is a Digital Creative Communications Consultant and Section 508 Specialist serving the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, U.S. Food and Drug Administration AND the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.  He comes to us with a wealth of knowledge and experience regarding the topic at hand.
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• Background
• Optimization of Source Documents
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• Creating a Tagged PDF
• Website Content & Design
• Summary
• Resources
• Questions
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Talk about background . . . Why are we talking about section 508 and why is it relevant to the work that we do - 



Background to Section 508

Section 508 – part of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 
• Requires Federal agencies to make electronic and 

information technology (EIT) accessible to people with 
disabilities

508 Compliance:  web-based standards applied to EIT, 
enabling equal access to information for all persons with 
sensory impairments
• Facilitates use of assistive technology software to 

interpret content and either provide screen captions or 
have content read aloud
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Presentation Notes
Section 508 was incorporated into the Rehab Act of 1973 in 1998.  To achieve section 508 compliance we are striving to apply web-based standards to the development of documents, videos, multimedia and websites to allow equal access to information for all persons with sensory impairmentFor Individuals with visual and/or hearing impairments, this work facilitates use of assistive technology software to interpret content and either provide screen captions or have the content read aloudSection 508 requires that when any federal agencies and federal contractors develop, procure, maintain, or use electronic information technology, any person with a disability has access to and use of information, and data that is comparable to the access and use by federal employees who are not individuals with disabilities



Relevance for CT 
Balance of State CoC

All federal contractors & 
agencies - ensure 
websites & content are 
accessible

PDF documents and 
forms must be accessible 
to those with visual 
impairments, both 
employees and the 
general public

For persons with visual or cognitive 
impairments, document creation 
can make the difference between 
understanding or not
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Presentation Notes
Andre will go much more in depth with this as we walk through the slides, but at this point, I will say that for people who have visual or cognitive impairments, the way documents are created and publicized matters and can have a great impact in enabling the reader to have a positive experience in taking in the information that is presented or not.  In the following slides we talk about some simple steps such as:  Using fonts and colors that are clearly distinguishable; placing information or tagging it in such a way that there is a logical flow to it, tagging pictures or graphics so that assistive technology can read it, and so on . . . And we will touch on some more complicated processes, which we point to resources on how to walk through.



Example of non-optimized 
document vs. optimized



Three Steps to 
an Accessible 
PDF
• There are Three Steps to an 

accessible PDF:
• Optimize source 

document
• Convert it to a tagged 

PDF
• Touch-up resulting PDF



Optimization of Source Documents



Optimize 
Source 

Document

• The simple goal is to use as much of the 
accessibility features in your source document as 
possible so that when you’re converting it to a 
PDF, most of those accessibility attributes are 
preserved.

• There is a range of accessibility 
features/attributes, but most common ones are:
• Headings
• Lists
• Document and passage-specific language
• Images
• Hyperlinks
• Headers/Footers
• Footnotes
• Tables
• Forms
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For example, instead of changing the font size, font type or color manually to create a “heading”, use the predefined Heading style in Word. Instead of drawing a table, use the Table option in Word to create a table. Instead of creating a list by indented asterisks, use the List option to create lists.It’s the same thing as in HTML - instead of changing the font size, type, and color to simulate a particular heading, you would use the heading elements - <h1> through <h6>. Why? Because that way assistive technology, based on those tags, can differentiate headings from the rest of the regular text and provide some additional options on top of that (e.g. quick navigation via Headings).When you finished your source document and made is as accessible as possible, it’s time to convert it into PDF.



For Microsoft Word:

• Using Styles and Headers
• Proper creation of hyperlinks
• Proper labeling of images with alternate text
• Creating lists and using bullets
• Use of Tables and Labeling of cells

• Helpful Resource: https://accessible-docs.com/accessible-
word-document-checklist/ 

https://accessible-docs.com/accessible-word-document-checklist/


Microsoft Word – Bullets 
and Lists

• Use the Bullet and Numbering preformatted 
lists as a tool to make  your lists accessible.

• Do not use the "Increase Indent" or "Decrease 
Indent" features to  create lists or tables.

• Try to use only the standard bullets of disk, 
open circle, square and  open square. These 
are often the only types of bullets recognized 
and  tagged correctly after being converted to 
PDF.



Microsoft Word – Tables and 
Labeling Cells

• Tables should only be used for including data and never for 
layout. Use Templates, Styles and Formatting, or Page Layout 
options to  arrange text and images.

• Microsoft Office does not provide an easy method for creating 
accessible tables. If you have complex tables it is highly 
recommended that a description or explanation of the table 
contents be included in the text of the document. If at all 
possible, construct the table so it will read logically from left to 
right, top to bottom order.

• Tables with column headings in the top row must have the top 
row formatted as a header row. This often results in the table 
being read  in the proper order and the structure being 
maintained if the document is ever converted to PDF format.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an alternative to Tables, use lists – easier to manage.



Example of Word Document
Review of Accessibility Features
Word Document
Example Word Document
Review of Accessibility Features



For PowerPoint:

• Encouraging use of predesigned slide layouts
• Using the Outline and Notes Panels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For customized templates, they should be reviewed by a professional to ensure that it is accessible.



PowerPoint - Encouraging use 
of Predesigned Slide Layouts

• Every version of PowerPoint since at least 2000 
contains a series of highly-accessible slide layouts. 
PowerPoint is designed to encourage the use of these 
slide layouts, especially in newer versions. Using these 
templates will ensure that your files have correctly 
structured headings and lists, proper reading order, etc.

• The correct use of slide layouts is probably the most 
significant thing you can do to ensure that your  
content is accessible. It sets up the text to be 
interpreted by PDF creation software and accessibility  
technology similar to Styles and Formatting in 
Microsoft Word.



Image(s) without Alternative 
Text (All Document Types)

Check and add alternate text for images and figures
In order for screen readers to describe graphics and images 
that illustrate important  concepts in a document, you must 
provide the description using alternate text. Content  tagged 
as a "Figure" is not recognized or read by a screen reader 
unless you add alternate  text to the tag properties.
Providing descriptions is a best practice.
Use Check Accessibility Feature in PowerPoint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s more flexibility for complex content, it is better to PDF the Powerpoint document.  Don’t have to deal with possible in-line issues and order of content in the page . . . Full permission to structure the way you want; Charts – and tables – more flexibility; more images



Example of PowerPoint
Review of Accessibility Features



Creating a 
Tagged PDF 
Document



PDF – Creating a Tagged 
Document
• Accessible PDF files usually are referring to 

"tagged" PDF files, even though  there is 
more to an accessible PDF than tags.

• PDF tags provide a hidden, structured, 
textual representation of the PDF content 
that is presented to screen readers and 
other assistive  technologies. They exist for 
accessibility purposes only and have no 
visible effect on the PDF file.

• PDF files are usually created from other 
Document Types like MS Word Files and 
PowerPoints. The accessibility of the PDF 
depends on the accessibility of the original 
document.
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Tagged PDF means that resulting PDF will contain tags (the same way that HTML contains tags such as a, img, table, etc.) which serve as a foundation for assistive technologies to know the semantics. In other words, the non-tagged PDF is non-accessible PDF. Tagged PDF usually means that PDF is accessible, although the PDF will still need to be checked to make sure the tags are correct.The most important part of the PDF accessibility are the tags. With tags, you provide semantics (meaning) so that assistive technology can correctly interpret a specific piece of content (is it an image, a paragraph, or a table?).



Most Common Methods of Converting 
a Source Document to a PDF

• Using plugins in 
document authoring 
tools (such as MS 
Office, Firefox, etc.)

• Opening and 
converting 
documents directly 
in Adobe Acrobat 
Pro

• Using a third-party 
conversion tool

One of the worse methods is “Printing 
to a PDF” as no accessibility features 
will be preserved. Do Not Use this 
method.
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Presentation Notes
 - Using plugins in document authoring tools (such as MS Office, Firefox, etc.)	*In MS Word/PPT, use the Acrobat add-in on your toolbar, or click File, then Save as PDF - Opening and converting documents directly in Adobe Acrobat Pro - Using a third-party conversion tool or API (Adobe provides such PDF conversion tool as well)



PDF - Touch Up 
Reading Order

• All of your tag modifications 
happen within Adobe 
Acrobat Pro with either Tags 
panel or via Touch Up 
Reading Order panel. Tags 
panel is more code-based 
(you see actual tags) and 
more comprehensive, while 
Touch Up Reading Order is a 
more visually-based tool.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More specific directions on how to use the Tags Panel and Touch Up Reading Order panel are in the guide, attached in the chat box and posted to the Trainings page of the CT BOS Website.



PDF – Tab Order

• Make sure the Use 
Document Structure is 
selected as an option in 
Page Properties - Tab 
order tab. 



PDF Metadata

• PDF metadata are 
essentially document 
properties such as 
document title, 
language, whether it’s 
a tagged PDF or not, 
etc. There are just a 
few metadata 
attributes, but they 
need to be provided 
for an accessible PDF.

Presenter
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All of the properties can be modified with Adobe Acrobat Pro.



PDF - Elements Not Contained 
in the Document Structure Tree

This is the most complicated of all the common accessibility 
issues. It can  have several sources. Most of these problems 
can be solved by creating a  PDF from an accessible 
document to start.
• Adding Tags to a PDF Document
• Inaccessible Page Content
• Inaccessible Link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not going to show this as it is a deeper dive, but suffice it to say that these issues can be avoided by optimizing the source document.  There are resources at the end to assist with more complicated issues.This slide outlines some of the errors that people will receive/common errors.



PDF – Adobe Acrobat Pro 
Accessibility checker

Adobe Acrobat Pro has its 
own Adobe Acrobat Pro 
Accessibility checker - an 
automated solution which 
checks for accessibility 
issues.



PDF – Accessibility Checker

• By default, the Adobe PDF  
standards will be selected

• Below the pull-down menu, 
you can see the available 
accessibility issues that the 
Adobe PDF option checks

• Click the Start Checking
button.



PDF – Common 
Accessibility Check Issues

If your check generated Content Errors,
follow the prompts in the Accessibility 
Report to correct them
Common Issues:
• Establish Table Headings for Tables
• Elements not contained in the 

document structure tree
• Tab order may be inconsistent with the 

structure order
• Image(s) without alternate text
• All text on this page lacks a language 

specification



Example
- PDF Touch Up Reading Order
- PDF Tab order
- PDF Metadata
- Using Accessibility Checker



PDF – Common Corrections 
to Issues:

• Using Styles and Headers
• Proper creation of hyperlinks
• Proper labeling of images with alternate text
• Creating lists and using bullets
• Use of Tables and Labeling of cells
• PDF Conversion Tool: PDF conversion tool

https://acrobat.adobe.com/za/en/acrobat/how-to/word-excel-ppt-to-pdf-converter.html


PDF - All Text on this Page 
Lacks a Language Specification

• Use the pull-down 
menu at the  bottom 
under Reading Options
for Language and select 
the  appropriate 
language for the  
document.



Website Content and Design
General Practices



Website
All Content Available to All Users
• Avoid overlapping content – graphics or 

lines of text overlap

• All functionality operable by 
keyboard

• Pay special attention to these:
• Images
• Forms
• Data Tables
• Frames
• Navigational Elements
• Dynamic Content/Interactivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All functionality needs to be operable by a keyboard – please say more about what this means



Website (2)
Color Contrast: important for all content
Embedded Content: Properly format iFrames
• Embedding from YouTube

• Ensure video has title and description
• Video needs closed captioning, audio 

description if necessary
• Activate closed caption when 

uploading to YouTube
Headers and Sections:  Use auto-sequential 
formatting
Labeling:  Label all items on page

Presenter
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Contrast – color contrast important not only for text, but also for focus indicators and symbols that contribute additional meaning to the surrounding text.  Recommend using white or light-colored background and dark lettering.  You can test color contrast by printing in gray scale.iFrames are . . . . Headers & sections:  Use auto-sequential formatting to ensure heading structure is in order. Example: H1, followed by H2, etcLabelling: label all items on page, e.g. buttons, titles



Website (3)
Line spacing: Ensure no empty lines between 
sections or text 
Links:  Style so there are visible indicators of 
“link” status
Menus:  Preferred coding to use hover vs. 
drop-down menus
• Resource:  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/menus/
Phone numbers: clickable on smart phones
Tables:  Build with labels for headers
• https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/tables/

https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/menus/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/tables/


Summary
Electronic Information Technology accessible to all

Utilize the accessibility tools within the 
software
• Pre-designed styles, layouts and 

headers
• Use lists and bullets
• Label images
Attention to:
• Color contrast
• Simplify flow and spacing of content
Keep resources on hand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are already tools within the software we are using to make this easier.  Utilize the tools to make documents readable and accessible.



Resources
• Section 508 Guide – with screenshots
• Accessible Word Document Checklist
• Creating Section 508 Compliant Electronic 

Documents- Training providing step-by-
step instructions on creating Section 508 
compliant electronic documents. 

• Online ADA:  Online ADA Resource Making 
Your Website Compliant

• PDF File 508 Checklist (WCAG 2.0 Refresh)
• Accessibility Basics
• W3C-Web Accessibility Initiative: How to 

create websites that meet WCAG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Section 508 Guide was put together with Andre’s Guidance and has step by step instructions on how to create accessible documents, including directions on where to go in the files and what to click to achieve your goals.  

https://www.ctbos.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/HI-508-Guide-with-screenshots.pdf
https://accessible-docs.com/accessible-word-document-checklist/
https://accessible-docs.com/accessible-word-document-checklist/
https://www.doi.gov/ocio/508compliancetraining
https://onlineada.com/checklist/
https://www.hhs.gov/web/section-508/making-files-accessible/checklist/pdf/index.html
https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/accessibility.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/tutorials/


Questions
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